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• The median apartment rent in the Denver metropolitan area for the third quarter of 2023 was $1,876. Within the 
Denver metropolitan area, median rents ranged from $1,390 in Westminster, to $2,887 in Highlands Ranch.

• The vacancy rate in the Denver metropolitan area for the third quarter of 2023 was 5.20%. The vacancy rate 
experienced a wide range within the Denver metropolitan area as cities with a low reported number of units 
reported either a very low or very high vacancy rate.

• Apartments with a building class rated as “A” had a median rent of $2,329 and a vacancy rate of 5.3 percent. 
This represents a significant increase in median rents and a similar vacancy rate compared to apartments with a 
building class rated as “B” or “C”, which had a median rent of $1,602 and a vacancy rate of 5.0 percent.

• Currently, 63 apartment projects, totaling 16,697 units, are underway in the Denver metropolitan area. Two 
projects, totaling 2,405 units, are expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2023.
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Median rents in the Denver metropolitan area ranged from $1,169 in the 80219 zip code, to 
$3,119 in the 80403 zip code. The median rent in the 80403 zip code was $232 greater than 
the median rent in the 80130 zip code, which had the next highest median rent at $2,887. The 
lowest rent at a single apartment complex was $400, which occurred in the 80220 zip code. The 
highest rent at a single apartment complex was $8,595, which occurred in the 80206 zip code.

The southern region saw the highest median rents of any region in the Denver metropolitan 
area. The 80109, 80129, and 80130 zip codes, which are all located in the southern region, 
all had median rents greater than $2,400. Downtown Denver and surrounding zip codes also 
saw high rents as the 80202 and 80211 zip codes had asking rents of $2,534 and $2,601, 
respectively. The northeast area saw the lowest median rents of any region in the Denver 
metropolitan area. The 80010 and 80022 zip codes, which are in the northeast area, had median 
rents of about $1,300.
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The vacancy rate ranged from 0 percent in the 80005 and 80207 zip codes, to 21.3 percent in 
the 80601 zip code. The 80005 and 80207 zip codes both reported less than 250 total units; 
therefore, the vacancy rate is expected to have high volatility each quarter. The 80138 zip code, 
which reported over 1,100 units, had the next lowest vacancy rate at 0.9 percent. The 80601 had 
a vacancy rate 7.2 percentage points greater than the 80011 zip code, which had the second 
highest vacancy rate at 14.1 percent.

The center region had the highest vacancy rates of any region in the Denver metropolitan area. 
Three of the six zip codes in the Denver metropolitan area that had vacancy rates greater than 
10 percent, came from the center region. The 80209, 80216, and 80218 zip codes, which are 
all located in the center region, all had vacancy rates greater than 10 percent. Many of the low 
vacancy rate zip codes had reported a low number of total units and were located on the outskirts 
of the Denver metropolitan area. The 80207 zip code was the only zip code in the central region 
that had a vacancy rate less than 2.5 percent.
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• Currently, 63 apartment projects, 
totaling 16,697 units, are underway 
in the Denver metropolitan area. 
This represents an average 
project size of 265 units. The 
largest apartment complex under 
construction is 1,194 units and is in 
Centennial.

• Two projects are expected to 
complete by the end of the fourth 
quarter of 2023. These projects will 
bring a total of 2,405 additional units 
to the Denver metropolitan area.

• The 80216 zip code, with seven 
projects underway, has the most 
projects underway of any zip code 
in the Denver metropolitan area. 
These seven projects will bring in an 
additional 2,063 units to the Denver 
metropolitan area. The 80204 zip 
code had the next highest number 
of projects underway with six 
projects totaling 1,817 units.
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Total Units Under Construction
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Apartment Rental and Vacancy Rates by Zip Code
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About the Franklin L. Burns School of Real 
Estate and Construction Management

The Burns School integrates Real Estate Finance and Investment, Real Estate Development and 
Construction Management education into a distinct foundational core representing the full life-
cycle of the built environment. We educate Business Leaders who are committed to delivering 
triple bottom-line results—financial, social, and environmental. 

The Burns School offers undergraduate and graduate degrees and certificates.
 
daniels.du.edu/burns-school
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Vivek Sah, Ph.D.
Director
303-871-3470
Vivek.Sah@du.edu

Data for the Denver metropolitan area was collected 
from Moody’s Analytics Commercial Real Estate 
Platform on October 20th, 2023. All rents reflect 
asking rents. All data reflects only apartments that 
reported an asking rent. Apartments that did not 
report a vacancy rate were assigned the weighted 
average vacancy rate of all apartments that did report 
a vacancy rate in their zip code.


